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FreeBookSpot is an online source of free e-books download with 4485 free e-books in
96 categories. You can search and download free books in categories like scientific,
engineering, programming, fiction and many other books. No registration is required to
download free e-books.
Free-eBooks is an online source for free e-book downloads, e-book resources and ebook authors. Besides free e-books, you also download free magazines or submit your
own e-book. You need to become a Free-EBooks.Net member to access their library.
Registration is free.
ManyBooks provides free e-books for your PDA, iPod or eBook Reader. You can
randomly browse for an e-book through the most popular titles, recommendations or
recent reviews for visitors. There are 21,282 eBooks available here and they’re all free!
GetFreeEBooks is a free e-books site where you can download free books totally free.
All the e-books within the site are legal downloadable free e-books.
FreeComputerBooks consists of a huge collection of free online Computer,
Programming, Mathematics, Technical Books, Lecture Notes and Tutorials. It is very well
categorized by topics, with 12 top level categories, and over 150 sub-categories.
FreeTechBooks lists free online computer science, engineering and programming
books, textbooks and lecture notes, all of which are legally and freely available over the
Internet. Throughout FreeTechBooks, other terms are used to refer to a book, such as
ebook, text, document, monogram or notes.
Globusz is a unique ePublishing house, specializing in free eBook downloads. They
also provide an excellent Star Rating Showcase for new and evolving authors.
SnipFiles offers you free e-books and software legally by brought or attained PLR,
resale or master rights to all the products on their page.
BookYards is a web portal in which books, education materials, information, and
content will be freely to anyone who has an internet connection.
The Online Books Page is a Listing over 30,000 free books on the Web.
Baen Free Library is an online library of downloadable science fiction novels.
Free e-books in eBookLobby are divided into different categories. Categories range
from business, art, computing and education. Select the category appropriate to the ebook you’re looking for.
Project Gutenberg offers over 50,000 free ebooks: choose among free epub books,
free kindle books, download them or read them online.

Subscription Services:
• Scribd, the online document sharing site which supports Word, Excel, PowerPoint, PDF
and other popular formats. You can download a document or embed it in your blog or
web page.
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Open Culture: Dedicated to bringing "high-quality cultural and educational media" to the
masses, Open Culture offers hundreds of free audiobooks on its site. There are plenty of
classic picks, including Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice and James Joyce's Ulysses.
Loyal Books: It's all in the name. This website currently offers 3,000 audiobooks, all of
which are free and in the public domain. Download MP3 files of books such as Don
Quixote and Frankenstein, which you can play on your smartphone, Kindle or MP3
player.
Librivox relies entirely on volunteers to upload audio of themselves reading books. Thus
far, the site has catalogued 7,488 works in 34 different languages, and it partners with
Project Gutenberg to get texts such as The Wonderful Wizard of Oz and The Art of War.
Podiobooks: To check out up-and-coming authors, Podiobooks is the way to go. The
site is designed to give exposure to writers who want to get their work out there, offering
up their novels, short stories, anthologies and more for free.
Lit2Go hosts a bevy of poems and novels in a beautifully-organized site that gives
readers a fair amount of background information on each work. Most of the selections,
such as Beowulf, Dracula and Moby Dick, are available on iTunes, and easy to
download on the site itself.
ThoughtAudio doles out meaty philosophical tomes and plenty of fiction, like Mark
Twain's dark and unfinished The Mysterious Stranger. The site is free but splits up its
books into numerous little sections for a snack-sized listen. If you prefer to hear the book
all at once, you'll be able to soon — the site will be offering a "ZIP" pass — a program
that'll download the book into one zip file (but it'll cost you $10).
Librophile: The folks over at Librophile source thousands of free audiobooks, often
working with Librivox and Project Gutenberg. Scroll through and pluck out titles such as
The Call of the Wild by Jack London and Walden by Henry David Thoreau.
Storynory This one's for the kids. Storynory focuses on children's books, offering
popular titles such as Little Red Riding Hood. It also produces original content, which
comes with transcribed versions of the story.
Learn Out Loud is all about education and has rounded up more than 10,000
educational and inspirational audiobooks. Not everything is free, but there's a free
featured section with brainy picks, including The Iliad by Homer and The Autobiography
of Benjamin Franklin.
The Internet Archive was essentially designed to be a library for, well, the Internet. It's
a huge source, compiling lists of other great sites on the web. Its audiobook offerings
gather from several sites, where you can find selections such as Paradise Lost by John
Milton and The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

